
WRITING A WORK BIO EXAMPLES

Learn how to write a professional bio, why it's so important to have one, and take a look Briefly tell your readers who you
are outside of work.

But never fear! A hassle. It also lists her contact info and professional website, in case her followers would
like to contact her. Because a professional bio is not only about you. Even adding an adjective that shows your
personality or an unusual accomplishment can make your bio different from the crowd. He had made himself
capable in a hundred ways. You can also add a short paragraph about who you are outside of your nine-to-five.
I looked for inspiration on Twitter. How powerful is that comparison to a pit bull! The 3-step professional bio
If you have three sentences, for instance for an author bio, then you can say a little more. So if you find a
structure you like and think sounds unique, borrow it! Your story is only yours to tell, and it has value. Why is
this description powerful? I scrolled through hundreds of Twitter bios, and I almost gave up on this post
because most Twitter bios are utterly dull. Grab your free 7-Day Meal Plan at stopfeelingcrappy. How do
fiction writers introduce their characters in a few words? The words even alliterate for extra flair. Change that
in just 7 days â€” take our free course to create a more stylish space! Three specific details jogging, yoga,
deep-conditioning her hair help us visualize Breanne, and we can imagine how she glows even in the
unflattering office light. Listing your overall goal, values, or a statement that describes your ethos will help
them get to know you, even in short bios. No big impression. In contrast, if you try to say too much too
quickly, a description of a person falls flat and nobody gets a feel of who they really are. List this information
at the end of your bio. Professional bios allow you to go into a bit more detail than short social media bios,
especially on LinkedIn. Otherwise, consider whether you want your audience to have a more personal
experience when reading your bio. If you do not currently have an employer or are self-employed, you can
skip this step. So, I decided to look for inspiration elsewhere. After identifying your position, title or role,
identify your employer. No sense of connection. But for a website or similarly professional bio, you may want
to add a sentence describing who you are outside of work. Keep it short to make a strong first impression. For
a three-sentence bio, consider these three objectives: Tell readers who you are and what you do Reveal a
glimpse of your personality Encourage readers to find out more For instance, my author bio is: Henneke
Duistermaat is an irreverent writer on a mission to stamp out gobbledygook. Get your free Part Snackable
Writing Course for Busy People and learn how to enchant your readers and win more business. A favorite
book? It made me wonder, if I were a dog, what dog would I be? Including a hobby in your bio is a great way
to make it more casual with a human element. The description is visual, so we can picture this guy sparking
fires, tying knots and shooting arrows. Ask trusted friends and colleagues to review your bio for tips on
improving your spelling, grammar or included information. You learn how to position yourself and how to
make a big impression from the get go. But last week, when I started preparing this post, I made a big mistake.
Order of the Arrow. In many cases, professional bios for a company website, for example are written in third
person, while personal bios for an online profile, for example are written in first person. Consider whether to
include personal details In most cases, you do not have to share personal details in your bio. You can either list
your current title or a short, descriptive phrase about your role here.


